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The paper presents experimental study of magnetic islands development in T-10 tokamak 

plasmas in regimes with electron cyclotron heating. Magnetic islands are observed on 

electron temperature signals measured by the electron cyclotron emission diagnostics. The 

cases of magnetic islands developments on q=1 magnetic surface inside the sawtooth (ST) 

inversion radius during the ST ramp phase as well as on the q=1.5 magnetic surface in 

regimes with electron current ramp up are considered. In both cases the transport barriers 

(ITB) are formed near q=1 and q=1.5 magnetic surfaces, respectively, and magnetic islands 

develop on the barriers tops. Observed link between ITBs and magnetic islands sustain the 

idea that both phenomena have common origin which is related with specific properties of 

integer and half-integer rational magnetic surfaces of low numbers. Transport barriers 

formation occurs near these magnetic surfaces under high thermal fluxes due to the lack of 

overlapping of fluctuating modes located on adjacent resonance surfaces [1]. The ITB 

formation causes pressure increase on the barrier top which means local violation of the 

stable balanced self-consistent pressure profile that exists in regimes without barriers. This 

violation manifests itself in the form of MHD instabilities (magnetic islands). Analysis of 

the experimental data, calculations of q profiles and density of rational surfaces show that 

both the transport barrier formation and development of magnetic islands leads to local q-

profile evolution which can enhance the transport barrier providing feedback between the 

mechanisms of transport barriers and magnetic islands formation. Theoretical predictions 

often contradict experimental results in plasmas with magnetic islands and ELM’s. An 

approach that takes into account the link between transport barriers and appearance of 

magnetic islands could help in MHD instabilities control problem which remains an urgent 

task. 
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